i. Introduction
The work reported here is being conducted as part of the LOKI project (ESPRIT Project I07, "A legio oriented approach to knowledge and data bases supporting natural user interaction").
The goal of the NL part of the project is to build a pragmatically sensitive natural language interface to a knowledge base. By "pragmatically sensitive", we mean that the system should not only produce well-formed coherent and cohesive language (a minimum requirement of any NL system designed to handle discourse), but should also be sensitive to those aspects o~ user behaviour that humans are sensitive %o over and above simply providing a good response, including producing output that is appropriately decorated with those minor and semantically inconsequential elements of language that make the difference between natural language and natural natural language. This paper concentrates on the representation of the structure of conversation in our system.
We will first outline ~he representation we use for dialogue moves, and then outline the nature of the definition of well-formed dialogue that we are operating with. Finally, we will note a few extensions to the representation mechanism.
The HOVE frame
We are assuming a seven-slot frame for the representation of moves within a dialogue, with the following slots: HOVE, USER, AGENT, TURN, ACT~ BASE, CONT. Every move in a conversation is represented by such a frame. The HOVE slot uniquely idenitifies a particular move in the conversation by an arbitrary integer.
The USER slot identifies the oucrent user of the system. The AGENT slot specifies whether it i~ a user move o~' a system move. The TURN slot has the value OPEN n or CLOSE n, where n is a number that refers to a particular exchange.
Typically, a move with a value OPEN n for the TURN slot might be a request, and one with a CLOSE n value the c~orresponding response. (5) is (7), cathez' than (6),. 
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